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Abstract. The study aims to identify opportunities for masters who gives World German Cloud University. The article describes the entire process of project implementation on the example of one popular specialty Industrial Engineering and Management (IEM). Our goal is to create and foster relationships between students of different countries and support them in their personal and professional development. Our network consists of 68 local groups in 26 countries, currently to 50,000 students. Project open wishing to join can contact a representative World German Cloud University in Ukraine – Professor Nadia Shiyan.
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Education is one of the most important issues in today's world. We are living in knowledge driven societies. Students learn everything from primary school all through university. They always want to improve themselves at each stage of this education process. When they finish their Bachelor education in university, they start to search for new improvements. Master programs help them, and they offer specializing in one certain area. These Master programs offer new possibilities, thus students want to be participants of them and make their own future better. Society needs such brilliant minds in order to develop further. Today, however, we can see many students from all over the world quitting their studies after their Bachelor. Many of them may be called brilliant, and they would want to continue to develop themselves further. But they start working instead of continuing their Master program. There is a full scale of reasons and excuses, including the prices of the programs, and the feeling of being bored by university studies. There is also the fact of not being able to earn any money during the university years. Many students from different countries or regions have difficulties to achieve the quality of education they would need today in industry internationally – particularly if we are looking at studying Industrial Engineering and Management (IEM). Furthermore there are these observations that our educational systems are largely based on theoretical learning while companies require students with experience and knowledge on how to cope with the real work environment. Obviously there is this difference between what we are learning and what companies want. It seems that the strongest purposes of Higher Education Institutions are research and education instead of fulfilling actual needs of specific competences in industry. In academia there is a tendency to teach only those competences which they are equipped to teach; the university appears as a comfort zone and it does not want to move outside that comfort zone in order to offer new and innovative programs. Thus there is this gap between the educational programs currently being offered and the requirements of enterprises. After our exams, the companies are suddenly responsible for our further education and development without being really prepared for it. This gap needs to be narrowed or eliminated. One step in this direction can be achieved by providing a better match between needs of industry and the competences offered by education through establishing a more continuous dialogue between industry and university concerning these requirements. As a first step, all programs should include additional subject categories in order to satisfy industry needs,
such as communication, teamwork, mentoring, leadership, finance and training. Education is not only about knowledge, but also about attitudes and values; it also means preparing for professional skills. In our era of globalization, technology does not know what national borders actually are. The walls protecting our systems of education might also gradually be falling. At least, they are definitely shaken up at this moment. Nowadays we are witnesses of competition and globalization of markets which have increased tremendously. Thus companies will inevitably focus on obtaining students who master such skills and competencies which will improve the companies’ position in the global markets. Therefore we need fundamental changes within the educational systems which will certainly not happen overnight. These are the facts which we would like to change by providing a new experience-based Study Program for students of IEM. The program would be free of charge. The program would include, firstly, an online education system which would develop further the students ‘theoretical knowledge. We have realized that about all knowledge in today’s Master programs can be gained by using the internet. It is all there in the Cloud University. There is, secondly, the proposal to connect the students with companies worldwide: by working on company projects and by solving their cases, the students can gain practical experiences and they could earn some money at the same time. There would be international groups working on these case studies or a project which means not only team work and international relations but new experiences in communication, cooperation and leadership for all students. Thus we develop our skills to a much higher level. We need to be competitive – we need to be better than previous generations of students in order to cope with today’s and tomorrow’s challenges. We want to be seen as open-minded, and fast in learning and in gaining new experiences. In this way of developing and learning, we as students will get the job that we are looking for, and companies will also appreciate us as highly educated candidates of all kinds. The main pattern of this new program will be that it is fully based on the Internet – the Cloud University. We suggest developing this new program in a way which may be considered equivalent or comparable to the Master program of today. It would, however, not necessarily lead to some examinations or to the formal Master degree awarded by some university. The knowledge and experiences which may be gained during this new Study Program may be more important than any formal degree. Industrial companies are also not really searching that much for formal Master degrees but more for skills and knowledge and for previous experiences related to their work. Therefore the new program may rather lead to a new kind of Certificate which may be characterized as a summary of the different educational experiences of the students during their paths through this new Study Program. The program will comprise a theoretical part based on
acquiring knowledge through the Internet, and there would be a practical part which would be implemented through company projects. The theoretical part of this new program will be based on a new website portal. Thus first of all, we will create this webpage similar to the existing HHH University portal. All people in World would have access to our website because we will link our new webpage with this HHH University portal. Students can reach every kind of information online whatever they want to learn within this innovative program. Thus the students can obtain all theoretical knowledge through this website. It would develop into a kind of Cloud University. There would not be any complex buildings needed such as a university campus or classrooms. Even if students don't have any money, they can apply for this program. They need only to click and then they can reach all kinds of educational information for free. We would link up to these portal videos of lectures and laboratories, educational texts and articles which are already available on the web. It will be done in a way that students can access them easily. One further goal is to make agreements with well-known university instructors. According to these agreements, we can put their lectures onto this portal as online courses. We will also utilize other useful education-based webpage links as well. Many web-based courses have already been linked up into university-equivalent course sequences. They are offered openly by means of special portals run and operated by established teams of researchers. The new cloud portal would be linked to such existing portals with the emphasis on IEM. This new portal would, thus, develop into a “Meta-Portal” for IEM students who are looking for further learning options after their graduation. Therefore the cloud portal may even open up a viable strategy toward life-long learning for IEM, the practical part of our new program will be based on projects with industry because in our program, we will mainly have students like ourselves: the HHH University-based students of IEM. Thus we will start the program with such engineering and management projects. Students who apply for our program will have to choose their specific professional orientation like in other Master programs of today. These students, however, will come from very different educational, social and national background. Thus they may choose their specific field of research and practical experience according to their previous experiences and achievements. In this way they determine their personal study areas in this program. According to their choices, they can apply to companies in order to work together on certain projects. Many successful companies are looking for fresh ideas. There are already many web-based market-place portals for students around which are attached to universities and allow students and companies to exchange information and options for student project work and internship.